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Presidents Message 

 
As we all settle into the depths of Winter, I’m happy to report that the club is as busy as ever.  We’ve just had our first 
work day at the Russell Street site and it was great to see a good turnout.  A couple of our comrades at Springwood also 
turned up and we made good inroads into the vegetation.  We really need some tools to be donated and Al Izzard is 
working hard at that and also on getting some grant money.  If anyone can help in getting some donations that would be 
great.  We expect to do a day a month up to November which is a little later than our previous winter work days, but the 
idea is to finish off with some afternoon bassin’ once the bass season starts!  So, please make sure you can donate some 
time and sweat to the betterment of the community and the image of bass fishos in general. 
 
Welcome to our new members who have joined in the last couple of months.  We’re especially honoured to be joined by 
Graham Pike whose ‘bio’ you will see later in this issue and also gun lure-maker, Mick Munns who has re-joined the club. 
 
I’m also especially excited by the entry of Bass Sydney into the 21

st
 century with the club joining the Facebook 

community.  This new avenue of involvement and interaction with the broader community  will hopefully put us out in front 
of a younger group of bass fishos and potential members.   That’s not all !  I would also like to welcome to the Committee 
John Stokes who will have the primary role of updating our website as well as acting as (along with Ashley Thamm) the 
administrator of the Bass Sydney page on Facebook. 
 
These are exciting times indeed as I check the swell for this weekend’s spot of blackfishing… 

HS Tham 
 

NEWS 

 

 

Millerods Giveaway! 
 

 

I am excited to announce that ex Bass Sydney member Ian Miller has kindly donated one of his 6 foot, 2-5kg Bush Bass’r rods which 

is to be raffled off to participants of the Russell St project. This is the rod Ian personally uses for canoe/kayak fishing with hard body 

lures, so I imagine that means it’s a very nice rod indeed!  

 

Details of the raffle will be given at next Tuesdays general meeting. 

 
To have a look at a bit of Ian’s work visit:         http://www.millerods.com.au/ 

 

 

Australian  Bass, M A C Q U A R I A  N O V E M A C U L E A T A

TH E B R O N ZE B ATTLER
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The Countdown Begins! 

 
September is slowly creeping up on us, here’s a link that may inspire a little hope or alternatively nail home the hard reality that we 

still have a whole month before we can even begin to contemplate the new season. 

Just copy and paste the link provided… 

 

http://www.timeanddate.com/counters/customcounter.html?msg=BASS+SEASON+OPEN!!!!&day=1&month=9&year=2011&hour&

min&sec&p0=240 

 

New Project Russell Street, Emu Plains 

After receiving the go ahead from Penrith City Council to undertake this project we set the date for the 2
nd

 of July to get started. Al Fowkes 

collected some keys and tools (on loan) from Janet Rannard of PCC a couple of days prior so we were all set to go. Because its winter and cold and 

the sun don’t rise too early I set the kick off time for 9.00 am and to my surprise just about everyone was there on time. We had 9 BS members on 

deck and 3 from Springwood. Resident bush regenerators Al & Ash gave us a “How to and what to” before we collected tools and set off into the 

scrub. 

    

The briefing.                                                                                 In the beginning there were weeds!!!! 

I took a couple of before and after photos so we could see just what we had achieved at the end of the session 
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                                  Before                                                                                                             After 

As can be seen from the above pics we achieved quite a lot in a short space of time. We decided that a bar-b-q lunch was in order 

and that we would call it a day at that point, seeing this was the first day of many. Steve DeFina came down especially to cook the 

barbie for us and Garry (Blister) Perry popped up later in the day. Ged. Delaney dropped in to reconfirm the schools commitment to 

the project as well. I have sent a report and pics to PCC and also to the CMA and have had positive responses from both. 

   

Feeding trough. 

All in all a great start to the project and I want to thank all those that turned up on the day, most travelling a fair distance to get 

there. We logged a total of 39.5 man hours on the day. Our next day is set for the 6
th

 of August and I hope to see as many OR more 

there that day, 9.00 am at the gate. More photos can be seen on our Facebook page, not on that yet?, time you were. 

In the aftermath of the first day I have been chasing around looking for funds and ways of getting stuff either free or at a reduced 

cost. I got in touch with GA asking about plants for this first stage and was told we could have them for free and when we were 

looking for poison applicators Vanessa Keyzer from the CMA gave us as many as we asked for. Believe me this is a worthwhile 

project. 

P.S. I have sent in an application to a “Caring For Our Country” grant so we can buy our own tools etc., lets hope we get it. 
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New Member(s) 

 

We welcome new members Graeme Bethell, Mick Munns Steve Defina and James Tran.  We also welcome Lure Logic as a new 

sponsor of the club with the donation of some of the new range of blades. 

 

 

Here’s a bit of info about new members Steve Defina and Graham Pike 

 

A few words from Steve D: 

Born in 1958, (yep getting old and grumpy), for 10 months of the year I operate NEPEAN RIVER TOURS (formerly known as Bass2bait 

fishing adventures) doing freshwater fishing charters and river “eco tours” on the mighty Nepean and Warragamba rivers upstream 

from Penrith (www.nepeanrivertours.com.au). In the cold months I teach music management and pro audio. 

Blessed with a wonderfully understanding partner (soon to be wife) Fiona and a beautiful 8 month old girl Rose. 

I love motor sport including formula 1 and V8 supercars and always block out the Bathurst weekend and don’t move from the tele 

on the Sunday, (it’s a tradition luv) . I also love my golf and try to play once a week. 

I have always been very fortunate with being able to make a living from my passions. I spent 30 yrs working in the music industry 

and for a few years I ran the world renowned Studios 301, working with everyone from Cold Chisel to Will Smith to SSO. I also 

travelled the country with numerous acts and had an absolute ball, and still have a liver. 

But as i got older and got sick of the city and the travelling I looked for a change and followed my passion of freshwater fishing. For 

years my escape from the noise was a little house near the Nepean and started bass fishing out of a canoe and then came the little 

tinnie when i got sick of the paddling and the rest is history, now a custom built surveyed bass boat… luxury. 

Six years later and the biz is going very well. It’s the best job ever when the fish are willing, tough as nails when they don’t want to 

play. 

Funny how things work out, my grandparents used to have a house on Bundeena beach and i can remember sitting at the end of the 

wharf fishing for hours and hours, in the quiet, then spent years getting my ears belted by rock’n roll and am now back in the quiet 

fishing again. Except when I take Munnsie out fishing and it’s far from quiet. lol. 

See you out there. 

Cheers 

Steve 

 

 

A few words from Graham Pike: 

I’ve been involved in recreational fishing since the age of five when my father gave me a thrashing (when he eventually 
caught me) for fishing off a piece of folded corrugated iron in the Kendalls Beach lagoon at my hometown, Kiama, when I 
couldn’t yet swim. I was never very successful with the bent pin and string so I graduated a few months later, keeping the 
string but using proper rusty hooks I found in the shed. The poddy mullet in the lagoon seemed to love them – and so did 
our cat, the recipient of the some of the poddies. With maturing years, perhaps months, I passed up the lagoon in favour 
of Kiama Harbour and the cat got fatter.  

The subsequent 55-odd years seem to have gone in a flash of fishing experiences, from game fishing tournaments to my 
first love now, fly fishing, on many parts of the planet. Things also got pretty serious in the past 30 years or so. I was a 
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foundation member of Native Fish Australia, along with a friend of mine, Alan Thurbon, the NFA creator, and Gordon 
Winter, the late Canberra native fish guru. I also seem to recall organising what I think was the first annual dinner for 
Native Fish Australia. It was held at the Canberra Club in the national capital and combined with the first dinner of the 
Canberra Branch of NFA which I also helped start, along with Gordon and Alan.  

Gordon, Alan and I were also the co-founders nearly 30 years ago of Recfish Australia, the peak national recreational 
fishing body, of which NFA was one of the seven founding national fishing organisations. I frightened myself by being 
elected Recfish’s first president, a position I held for six years and was then silly enough to hold a number of other 
Recfish executive positions over ensuing decades, including that of national executive director or CEO. The 22 or so 
years I worked for Australia’s recreational and sport fishers through Recfish Australia are among the most rewarding and 
satisfying of my life.  

It was during this time that I worked with successive federal governments, cabinet ministers and senior public servants on 
a huge number of policy initiatives and projects all designed to improve the quality of recreational and sport fishing for 
Australia’s fishers – to make fishing better for my son and his peers than it had been for me and to conserve, protect and 
enhance fish habitats (because if the habitat is OK, the fish will look after themselves).  

I’m continuing that work in every way I can and am still advising the federal government (although they don’t listen to we 
recreational fishers as well as they used to!) through my membership of the Community Stakeholder Taskforce of the 
Murray-Darling Basin Authority’s Native Fish Strategy and of the Australian Fisheries Management Authority’s Small 
Pelagic Fishery Resource Assessment Group. I’m also acting secretary of Native Fish Australia.  

Until recently, I think I was the last Member at Large (or is that Large Member?) of Native Fish Australia, before that 
membership category (for people who did not have a readily accessible NFA Branch to join) was abandoned. Now I’m 
back in my first NFA branch since I was a founder of the Canberra Branch all those years ago and I’m proud to say that 
it’s Bass Sydney, a NFA Branch that I’ve long admired for its many successful activities and projects of direct benefit to 
our unique native fish.  

Between my continuing work for recreational fishing, my overseas fieldwork and the tyranny of distance living back in my 
ancestral home of Kiama, I’m not yet sure of how much I’ll be able to contribute to Bass Sydney’s valuable work but I’m 
going to give it my best shot. I also love catching and releasing Bass so I hope to be able to enjoy some of your outings 
about which I read avidly in the aptly named Bronze Battler.  

And thank you to President Tham for his welcoming note on my joining Bass Sydney.  

Graham Pike 

Kiama 

 

A couple of tales about blackfishing this winter from Tham and Ron 

MY BLACKFISH SEASON 

 
For me, the winter months is blackfish season.  It’s a welcome and fun diversion from my usual lure fishing for bass & 
estuarine species and a way of getting a feed of fish without much angst.  Even though its been a dozen years or more 
since Milton first took me out to his favourite spot in the Harbour and showed me the ropes, I’m only a pretty average 
luderick fisho as really, I do this only a few times a year.  Nonetheless, its something I enjoy and when I landed my first 
ever legal drummer last winter, I intend to put in some time on that species too as black drummer (aka rock blackfish) are 
delicous!!   Far superior to blackfish in my opinion.  Too bad that drummer and blackfish gear just doesn’t go together!! 
 
Milton has written about blackfishing on the Battler in the past, so I don’t intend to put together a “how to” article, but just a 
look at the blackfish season thus far from my point of view. 
 
Blackfishing Winter 2011 started with a solo outing to “The Spot” in late May.  This is a little earlier than my previous starts 
and my main concern was to get my first one of the year and whether or not there would be enough cabbage on the 
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rocks.  Sea cabbage (Ulva species) tends to die off over Summer, starts growing in early Winter and is supposed to be at 
its lushest in Spring.  “The Spot” is inside Sydney Hbr, but ocean swell coming in from the SE or S can affect the fishing.  
I’ve learnt that its not fishable when the swell comes in from the SE or S and its more than 1m.  It is fine in just about any 
other swell condition. 
 
Having said that, it can be a balance.  If the swell is too big, its too rough to fish effectively and even a little dangerous.  If 
its flat and water very clear, it can also be tough as you need some wash for a decent bite.  So, I keep my eye on 
seabreeze.com for the swell predictions and get out there when conditions (& life) allow. 
 
That first outing featured very flat conditions and clear water.  When I first saw the water, I slumped a little, but pressed 
on.  I had come armed with a second heavy outfit and a huge bag of stale bread from the hot bread shop for a bit of 
drummer fishing.  The area was also quite crowded when I got there and I have noticed a steady increase in anglers 
fishing there.  I walked straight to a wash which I’ve designated as my “drummer wash” and started burleying.  I rigged up 
the heavy outfit and fished for the next 1½ hrs for drummer.  In spite of heavy burleying, I never got a bite, not even from 
a bream! 
 
I gave it away and moved to my favourite blackfish ledge, which miraculously was not being fished by the dozen or more 
anglers that were in that area.   I rigged up my blackfish outfit and started with my smallest float and 6lb mono leader as I 
thought the conditions might need a bit of finesse.  There was another 1½ hrs until high tide. 
 
It wasn’t long before I landed my 1

st
 luderick for the season.  Yay!  It was pretty slow though with only 2 fish landed in the 

leadup to high tide.  After the tide had peaked, the fish started to come on the bite with the final tally, 4hrs later, of 10 
blackfish landed for 9 keepers.   
 
Halfway through that session I changed my float to my medium-sized float as they were biting well.   The size range was 
a little on the smaller side with most fish in the legal to 30cm mark and the biggest going about 35cm.  I was quite happy 
for my 1

st
 blackfish outing of the year!  The cabbage growth was still a little low as is usual for that time of year, but there 

was enough for bait & burley.  I had to gather a belt bait bucket-load from a spot a couple of hundred meters away and 
burley by hand instead of just kicking in cabbage from the rocks, but this was all just a small inconvenience. 

 
My 1

st
 blackfish for the year     This one was about 35cm 

  
 
ALL the fish I landed that day were taken in the roughest and shallowest section of the ledge.  This was also where the 
only wash/rough water was and only confirmed the need for some wash for a decent bite.  I was using the minimum drop 
under the float and for most of the day, that was around 2ft.  I started with about 2.5ft of 6lb leader and through various 
bustoffs, snags, etc I ended up with barely 18” of leader and the loss of about 6 hooks.  I was unsuccesful when I fished 
in the deeper sections, even with longer drops, up to 2m. 
 
A couple of weeks later, I was joined by members Ron Rogers and John Stokes who said they’d like to get a taste of 
blackfishing.  Ron hadn’t caught a blackfish in 38years and John was brought up in the Central West of NSW and 
unfamiliar with saltwater fishing. 
 
I had primed them with information for a few days prior to our outing and they came dressed for the part with good 
footwear and an expectation of getting wet.  Ron was going to use a fly rod teamed with a spin reel while John was going 
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to use my spare blackfish rod (9ft) & his own spin reel.  I also use a 9ft rod and I would say that is the absolute minimum 
length for that spot.  Ron’s fly rod was a little shorter than that and even though he coped well, he agreed afterwards that 
another foot or 2 would have been very useful. 
 
Pontificating on what little I knew about this sport, I impressed upon them that the 3 most important skills to learn to be a 
decent blackfisho, at this spot, are, in my opinion: 

1. Drift control 
2. Bait presentation 
3. Choice of and weighting of the float 

 
I think that drift control is the most important skill and this is where the traditional centrepin reels are superior.  I only use 
the same spin reels as I would use for bass n’ bream the rest of the year, with braid main line and leaders from 6 – 10lb, 
depending on conditions.  I have to open and close the bail arm constantly to control drift and I miss a handful of good 
bites every session because I may have too much slack line out or not enough.   
 
Having your main line float on the surface is also very handy and even though new braid usually floats, I don’t put new 
braid on all the time!  I use Mucilin, the line floatant that fly fishos use.  Its easier to use than Vaseline and it does not coat 
your runners with grease.  It’s a good idea to apply it at least a couple of times per session.  Floating co-polymer line for 
float fishing has been around for years and if you do a lot of this style of fishing, its probably a good thing to use.  I’ve 
never tried it and very unlikely to for this winter sideline. 
 
Bait presentation is second in importance because of the spot itself.  In 
many estuary spots its supposed to be the most important skill in 
presenting your greenweed bait well, but at “The Spot”, with rougher 
conditions and using cabbage, its not as crucial, but only just shaded 
by drift control.  One of my typical baits which purists would shake 
their heads at ! 
 
 
So I helped the 2 blackfish newbies rig up and showed them how to 
bait up and I threw them into the deep end.  Literally!   On this day, the 
swell was huge, from the E & not from the S or SE, but it was still a little 
lumpy, especially over high tide.  The occasional wave was coming 
through enough to keep us on our toes and drenching us as well.  John was dressed well for the conditions.  I had shorts 
on and I decided to just fish with a footy jumper on top.  Within 15mins of starting, I was drenched.  Luckily, I had rain 
gear and a fleece top, so I peeled the footy jumper off and on went the fleece jacket and yellow rain coat.  That’s better!  
Should’ve done that in the first place as I obviously had all this stuff with me.  Ron didn’t fare as well – he got drenched 
too, but didn’t have any other wet weather gear to change into.  He fished on for the next few hours pretty wet and I’m 
amazed he didn’t freeze.  He must be a pretty tough bloke! 
 
        John Newbery in action with Ron looking on 
A few minutes after we got to our ledge, we were joined 
by a couple of expert-looking blackfishos, with their 12ft 
rods and centrepin reels.  They looked at our ledge and 
then went off only to return a little later and started to fish 
with us.  Hmmmm, I thought this is a bit rude with the 3 of 
us there first and another few hundred meters of 
headland to fish from.  One of the men looked familiar 
though.  We let things lie and shared “our” ledge with 
them and they soon proved to be in the “expert” 
category.  For every fish the 3 of us caught, the 2 of them 
caught 3…at least!  It was a wonder to see them in action, 
with their long soft rods and expert use of their 
centrepin reels.   
 
We were all friendly even though there were the 5 of us 
fishing a ledge only about 30m long at most.  I had to ask 
as I thought one of the men was John Newbery, expert 
blackfisho and Environmental Editor for Fishing World 
magazine and so it proved.  He also liked “The Spot” and agreed that it was one of the few spots fishable in the swell 
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conditions we had that day.  We all chatted away and topics ran from the gear they used to blackfish hooks, rods, line, 
lure fishing, spin reels v baitcasters & so on. 
 
As for the fishing – it was a great bite that day even though the run of size was a little small.  It took a while for Ron & 
John to get in the groove.  Luckily, the bite was good throughout the day.  The 3 of us probably caught well over 30 fish, 
but only around 14 or 15 were legal.  Half the fish were undersized luderick & baby drummer & it was the same for the 
experts, but their bag was huge! 
 
John Stokes took a while, struggling with baiting up and casting a float rig.  He started with a leader which was too stiff, 
but he changed to 10lb mono leader which was what I was using that day.  The rougher conditions and the hot bite meant 
that I didn’t have to use 6lb and you tend to land a few more fish on 10lb.  Anyway, John got his first ever blackfish (& 
drummer) and continued to improve through the day adding a few keepers to our bag. 
 
Ron took a little less time to get his first blackfish in nearly 4 decades and in spite of his drenching, accounted very well 
for himself.  I probably caught more in numbers than Ron or John, but Ron got the fish of the day out of the 3 of us with a 
nice 40+cm beauty and John got the second biggest fish of our group. 
 
      John’s first legal blackfish 

         
 

(pics: R.Rogers) 
 
 
Ron declined his share, but John & I shared the even dozen fish we kept.  A filleting and skinning session in situ was 
done before we left.  The next day, I had some raw, Pacific Islander style and it was quite nice and the rest were deboned 
and fried in tempura batter.  Not bad at all!  I got a report from John that his 2½ year old daughter scoffed all she was 
given and asked for more!  Maybe I’ll see him going out again when things settle down after the birth of their second child.  
Both John & Ron immediately talked about buying blackfish rods, so it seems that another couple of people have got the 
blackfish bug. 
 
A couple of weeks later, Ron announced that he bought a 10ft blackfish rod and a centrepin!  Since then, he’s been on an 
orgy of checking out (& trying) different spots, different weed and taking his brother blackfishing.  He has even tried using 
vegetables like peas, corn & carrots for bait & burley!  I said to him that I’ve created a monster.  By the end of June, he’d 
been blackfishing more than me. 
 
A couple of weeks after my sesh with Ron & John, after days of wind, rain and huge swells, Ashley decided to join me for 
my 3

rd
 outing.  It was borderline conditions with a S swell around 1.2/1.1m.  I decided to give it a shot despite us breaking 

my “rule” with those conditions.  I figured that it might be OK in the afternoon as the tide was dropping and we wouldn’t be 
contending with the swell and high tide.  I also thought we could move around the corner to get out of the worst of the 
swell if needed. 
 
When I was getting out of my car, I ran into Ron & his brother Keith.  They’d just finished for the morning.  They had one 
look at my ledge and it was too rough, so they went  around the corner and found themselves another spot where it was 
quite calm.  No cabbage there, but luckily for them there was some string weed in some rock pools which they used to 
good effect, landing 18 fish!  Buoyed by this news, I was confident that if my spot was too rough, we can go elsewhere, 
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just a few hundred meters away. 
 
We got to “The Spot” around 1pm, about 2hrs after high tide.  The swell was big & conditions were rough, but we toughed 
it out for about 2hrs.  Ashley was using a 9ft fly rod with a spin reel and it worked out well.  This was his first blackfish 
sesh for 2yrs and was happy to get into it again. 
 
We only landed 2 keepers in that first couple of hours, but were plagued by undersized blackfish & drummer.  We decided 
to pull the pin & move around the corner.  Taking a supply of cabbage with us, we rounded the corner to see the spot that 
Ron told me about was packed with people.  It looked as calm as a lake there, but we had to look for another place.  We 
decided to try some very low rocks, just around the point that was sheltering the area from the S swells.  It was a difficult 
spot to fish, with the low rocks and a big ledge about 10m out that you had to cast beyond.  You also had to bring any 
hooked fish back over this ledge.   
 
We both landed a fish on our very first cast there!  They were both undersized blackfish, but we thought it was going to be 
on for young & old, but it didn’t prove to be the case.  By the end, we had landed another 4 keepers there, making it a bag 
of 6 keepers for our arvo.  The ledge proved costly with me dropping a nice fish trying to drag it over it.  On this day, it 
was about 4:1 undersized fish. 
 
I have only been 3 times at time of writing this, but I think I’ll have no shortage of blackfishing companions for the rest of 
winter! 

HS Tham 
 

 
 

Alternative fishing pursuits on the darker side: President Tham has a lot to answer for 

After the end of the bass season, Tham generously invited me to join him and John Stokes at one of his favourite Northern 

Sydney Harbour blackfishing spots. It was a healthy wash up onto a rock shelf below a cliff with abundant kelp near the 

shoreline. 

Lacking a pukka blackfish outfit, I made do with an 8’ 6 “ fly rod and a threadline reel. Tham freely dispensed advice on 

bait collection (cabbage weed), bait presentation, rigging, float drift control and general technique. I’d caught some 

blackfish at Berowra Waters and on the Tweed River well over 30 years ago, but didn’t know all of the new stuff on 

which Tham was now our guru. The occasional wave came up to over waist height and I regretted leaving the waterproof 

gear at home.  Notwithstanding our novice status, both John and I scored a number of fish as did Tham, who even held 

my fish of the day for a pic.     

 

I think of myself as predominantly a bass and cod angler, who’s not happier than when paddling a North Coast river on a 

warm summer evening. But after this exposure to blackfishing, I found myself inexorably drawn towards crossing the line 
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to this dark side of bait fishing - searching the web for esoteric stuff like centre-pin reels, green No 8 Panfish hooks, split 

shot, carefully-weighted floats, 10-12 foot rods and rock fishing boots.  I realised that I was being torn away from what I 

see as my purist bass fishing beliefs and confess to buying all of the above gear in the last 3 weeks. Even worse, I bought 

a belt with a blue plastic bait bucket and have found myself scratching around rocks looking for the most succulent green 

weed.   

Worse still, there’s no talk about ‘.. the WTD lure being absolutely smashed at the snag by a good bass that peeled drag 

off the baitcaster..’ – but only wimpish talk of ‘downs’ as a blackfish tentatively sucks at the scrap of weed on your hook.  

Worryingly, some fishing writers suggest that the constant watching of the float for the slightest movement becomes 

mesmeric and a form of meditation.  This becomes bloody scary. What next – burning incense at the water’s edge?  

  

Tham – you need to take responsibility for this. In your generosity of sharing your knowledge with me, you may have 

inadvertently pushed me over the edge to a place from which there is no return to lure fishing for bass next season. No 

more 5-day wilderness trips – just dealing with the big questions of 6 or 10lb leader and cabbage or string weed. 

Ron Rogers                                                              
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Ed’s Fishing Report 

 
I was lucky enough to be invited out on a decent bream boat for a session on the Parramatta River, so a foggy morning saw 2 us 

heading over to the flats of Hen and Chicken Bay to start our day. Plan was to fish the flats and hulls for 2 hours until the tide was 

high enough to hit a nearby jewie spot.  

We got a few small bream in the boat early on using small plastics but things went quiet very quickly. Time to move on.  

We hadn’t seen another boat on the water all morning but somehow 2 boats had already beaten us to the “secret” location . A quick 

enquiry found that a nice soapie of around 60cm had already been caught that morning so we knew they were around and at least one 

of us was confident that I would land my first jewie that morning.   

My mate was pulling in flathead after flathead and my blade was going totally untouched so I was starting to doubt my blade would 

catch anything, however on a small lift of the rod tip I felt a little weight and soon I had my first ever jewie in the boat, just a small 

one but they are a magnificent looking fish and I’d been keen to catch one for a while. I was happy to head home after that but as it 

turns out that was just the beginning of the fish from that hole. My mate ended up getting another jew a bit bigger than the one I 

caught, a trevally that would have been close to 50cm and a whiting that was as thick as his wrist. I also managed another flathead that 

was around 65cm.   

We moved on but couldn’t find the big bream we were looking for but I did manage another trevally on a plastic to end the day on a 

nice note. 

Ed 

 

GUEST SPEAKER 

We will have a guest speaker attending our next General meeting in August David Gough from the Strategic Directions, Sustainability 

& Regulation Division of Sydney Water. The presentation will generally cover the following topic areas:- 

-Metro strategy and the Metropolitan Water Plan  

-Changing water use  

- Treatment plants in the H/N catchment (location, type, performance levels) 

- Snapshot of river health - nutrients etc 

- St Marys Recycled water plant - trends in recycling ( including West Camden) 

- Growth servicing in the NW and SW sectors over the next ten years- likely approaches  

- Environmental flow releases from Warragamba dam: what is the process and where are we up to 

- Developing better tools to understand river health 

 

 
       

 

 

 
 

Next Meeting is on August 9th, 7:30pm at 
Northmead Bowling Club. 
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Thanks to our great sponsors: 
 

Millerods: 

 
http://www.millerods.com.au/ 

 
 

Dreamfish:     
Dream it  See it  Catch it 

Buzzbaits & Spinnerbaits hand-made locally in the Blue Mountains. 
www.dreamfish.com.au 

www.webstore.dreamfish.com.au 
Want to catch that Bass of the lifetime? Do you know which lure to use?   Well look no further. This is the #1 Bass fishing iPad or iPhone app on the 

market. You will be asked a series of questions about the where you are going to fish and the environmental conditions. Based on your selections will determine what 

lure type we recommend you use.   Link - http://ax.itunes.apple.com/au/app/catchabass/id376335239?mt=8 

 
 
 
 
Al’s Tackle Store: 

 
 
 
 
 
Acute Printing:    
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Specialising in digital printing for small & home based businesses.  Business Cards , Leaflets, Price Lists, 
Catalogues, small run books, etc.   Ph: 96533800  Website:  www.acuteprinting.com.au   
E-mail:   alan@acuteprinting.com.au 
 

 
Lure Logic: 

 
 
Plees Lures:                                                                                                                                                                  

 

 
Australian made from Australian cedar, designed for bass, handcrafted, proven and tested. 

http://stores.ebay.com.au/Plees-Fishing-Lures 
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Nutterjuck Lures: 
 

Simple, done well 

 

Hand crafted timber lures. 

http://www.nutterjucklures.com/ 

 

 

 

 


